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Quiz 4

Q1
0 Points

Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. 

There will be no partial credit given for these problems - so each one 

is an "all or nothing" challenge. Remember that quizzes don't count for 

much, though, so don't panic if you get something wrong!

Save Answer

Q2 Where Did I Put My Keys?
4 Points

Consider designing a Cassandra table (or tables) intended to service 

an application that needs to query joined information about Suppliers, 

Parts, and who can currently supply which parts in what quantity and 

price; a given part only comes in one color (i.e., p_no --> p_color in the 

relational sense). Suppliers are identified by their supplier number and 

parts are identified by their part number. A supplier can supply multiple 

parts and a part can be supplied by multiple suppliers. You may 

assume that the following schema will serve all the application's field 

needs, so this can be the tables' schema -- but your job is to figure out 

what the key design(s) should be and whether or not "one table fits all" 

in this use case for Cassandra.

Supplies(s_no, s_name, s_city, p_no, p_name, p_color, quantity, price)
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Q2.1
1 Point

As a warm-up, how many tables would be needed/used for this 

application in a traditional RDBMS, assuming a proper (well-

normalized) schema?

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM

Q2.2
1 Point

Continuing with the warm-up, what would the primary key be for the 

Supplies table in a traditional RDBMS if it were simply used "as is" in 

that setting (despite the resulting data redundancy)?

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM

Q2.3
1 Point

1

2

3

4

s_no

p_no

(s_no, p_no)

(s_no, p_no, quantity, price)

none of the above



Consider the query:

SELECT * FROM Supplies 
WHERE s_no = 10 AND p_no = 1001 AND color = 'Yellow' AND quantity > 50

Which of the following PRIMARY KEY clauses would enable Cassandra 

to efficiently support this query (i.e., with no need to say ALLOW 

FILTERING)? Check all that would suffice.

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM

Q2.4
1 Point

Now consider the query:

SELECT * FROM Supplies 
WHERE p_no = 1001 AND color = 'Yellow'

Does there exist any choice of PRIMARY KEY (not necessarily listed 

above) that would support both the query above and also this query?

PRIMARY KEY ((s_no))

PRIMARY KEY ((p_no))

PRIMARY KEY ((s_no, p_no, quantity, color))

PRIMARY KEY ((s_no, p_no, color))

PRIMARY KEY ((s_no, p_no), color, quantity)

PRIMARY KEY ((s_no, p_no))



 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM

Q3 Atlas Shrugged
3 Points

You have been asked to migrate the above data from Astra to Atlas. 

As the first step, you have created an Astra database mydb and have 

successfully exported the Supplies table from Astra in JSON form and 

imported it "as is" into an Atlas collection mydb.Supplies.

Q3.1 What a Terrific Find!
1 Point

Which of the following Python snippets would lead Atlas to produce an 

output which is equivalent to what the following CQL query would 

print:

SELECT * FROM Supplies WHERE quantity = 100 ALLOW FILTERING;

Check all that apply.

 Correct

Save Answer L t d M 01 t 5 34 PM

Yes

No

mydb.Supplies.find({"quantity": 100})

mydb.Supplies.find({"quantity": {"$eq": 100}},{"_id": 1})

mydb.Supplies.find({"quantity": 100}},{"_id": 0})

mydb.Supplies.aggregate([{"$match": {"quantity": {"$eq": 100}}}, {"_id"



Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM

Q3.2
1 Point

You're not done yet!  You can either leave the data "as is" or break it 

into multiple collections.  Following good NoSQL database design 

practices, which of the following numbers of collections might you 

have if you broke the Supplies collection into (or left it as) a defensible 

NoSQL database design? Check all that apply.

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM

Q3.3
1 Point

Suppose you wanted to obtain the information about which supplier 

number supplies which part number in which quantity and price -- 

could you do this using a mydb.Supplies.find( )  statement?

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM
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Q4
3 Points

You've been hired to help automate the customer service function at a 

new online bank. Their entities include customers, accounts, deposits, 

withdrawals, and complaints. You're starting to plan out an appropriate 

database design for MongoDB, and you're expecting the database to 

serve both simple operations as well as historical analysis queries.

Q4.1 We Aim to Serve
1 Point

One of your application developers suggests that deposit objects 

should be stored in a separate deposits collection that contains 

objects that would look, for example, like this for a $50 deposit into 

account 300987 on Sept. 7, 2019:

{"cust_no": 123, "acct_no": 300987, "2019-09-07": 50.00}

Is this a good suggested design for deposit objects?

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM

Q4.2
1 Point

Another of your application developers suggests that it will make the 

web site fast if each customer's deposits and withdrawals are stored 

as nested arrays of objects within the customer's record -- this way all 

of the customer data can be retrieved in a single find call. Is this a 

good suggested design for customer objects?

Yes

No



 Correct
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Q4.3
1 Point

A third application developer argues that it would be good and 

arguably efficient to link customers and their accounts to one another 

by embedding a nested array of account numbers in customers and 

vice versa -- this way there wouldn't be a need for yet another 

collection to record that linkage. Is this a reasonable design?

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on May 01 at 5:34 PM
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